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including:
-professional services such as
    Dialog, Lexis, and Nexis
- consumer services such as
    America Online (AOL)
    CompuServe (from H&R Block)
    eWorld (from Apple)
    Microsoft Network (MSN)
    Prodigy (from Sears and IBM)
- private bulletin board services
- internal corporate networks

A system like hypertext 
was first described by Vannevar Bush
in “As We May Think,” Atlantic Monthly,
July, 1945.
Ted Nelson coined the term in 1974
in Computer Lib/Dream Machines.

including:
- hierarchies
- matrices
- parallel sequences
- overlays
- webs

...developed at CERN in Switzerland,
and augmented by release of NCSA Mosaic in April 1993
and Netscape Navigator in December 1994...

supporting
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for example:
- communities of interest will form
- markets may become more nearly “perfect”
- information may lose value
- privacy may be threatened
- intellectual property laws may be revised
... all of which may affect ...

acting as:
- authors and sellers
- readers and consumers

Traditional roles may blur
as virtually anyone can 
publish.

Summary of Internet use:
- 38 million users today
  (includes users limited to e-mail)
- growing 10% per month
- 4.9 million servers connected
   to the Internet
- 22,000 servers are Web-capable
   compared to 1,265 in June 1994

Summary of computer ownership:
- 100 million computers in the US
- may be 200 million by 1999
- 40 to 50% are in homes
- 60% in homes have modems

from to

via:
- cameras and scanners 
- keyboards and mice
- microphones
- MIDI instruments

via:
- CRTs
- printers
- networks
- speakers

There were
2,000 in
1989, and
now are 
at least
30,000.

...though committees
and marketshare determine...

including:
- Mac OS
- MS DOS
- OS/2
- UNIX
- Windows

including:
- databases
- word processors
- spreadsheets
- paint and draw programs
- page-layout programs
- authoring programs

Applications used to connect 
with the Internet are often called...

including:
- entertainment titles
- games and simulations
- reference works

Today, interactive multimedia titles
are primarily stand-alone applications
distributed via CD. The Internet, and
especially the World Wide Web, 
provide a new way to publish
multimedia....

Many are local companies. an example is...

These are documents stored for
others to view at a later time.
Most common is e-mail. It may be 
one to one or one to many.
Bulletin boards are a variation:
essentially mail posted to the public.
Both may incorporate other files.

Most common are text chats.
They may be one to one 
or many to many.
They may  incorporate:
- collaborative spaces 
  (or white boards)
- audio
- digital video

The Web provides an easy way 
for anyone with a connection to 
the Internet to view documents
incorporating images and other data
types. Web documents may also
include links to other documents
which may be located anywhere 
in the world. The Web is changing 
quickly, incorporating bulletin boards 
and live conferences and bringing 
hypertext and multimedia to the 
Internet....

for example:
- the telephone system
    (often via modems 
    running at 14.4 kbits/sec)
- cable TV systems
- fiber-optic cables

a zero-directional
structure

a sequence a multi-directional
structure

can be part of

in the form of:
- text and numbers
- images and sounds
- digital video
- descriptions of 3D objects
... which combine to form ...

can be part of

can be presented as can be organized into can be organized into

for example:
- a stop sign
- an alarm
Here the information
is perceived all at once.

ranging from:
- trivial to scholarly
- current to historic

and enables commerce,
for example:
- financial transactions
- ordering from catalogs

for example:
- a speech
- a novel
- a movie
If the audience controls the direction, 
(and entry point and pace) the structure 
is two-directional; if not, the structure
is one-directional.

for example:
- a map
- a newspaper
The audience has some control 
and may follow many different paths.
Navigating a multi-directional structure
may be aided by a surrogate.
When presented on a computer, 
multi-directional structures are often called...

clients
(or browsers)

servers data transfer

which supply

supporting

such as such as such as

Standards supported by Web
clients include:
for pages
-ASCII, HTML, PDF, RTF
for images
- GIF, JPEG, PICT, TIFF, XBIT
for sound
- AIFF, AU, WAV
for digital video
- AVI, MPEG, QuickTime
for 3D modelling
- QuickTime 3D, VRML
for extensions
- Java
for compression
- BIN, HQX, SIT, ZIP

In the context of computing, clients 
refer to computers that run software 
connecting them to networks. Client 
software allows users access to files 
stored on servers.

Servers standards include:
- Gopher
- World Wide Web
- CGI
- security “firewalls”

Servers are computers that run
software for connecting to networks
and controlling large hard disks —
for the purpose of storing and sharing
files. This process is called “serving.”

Data transfer standards
include:
- FTP
- HTTP
- PPP
- SLIP
- TCP/IP
- transaction security
  (encryption)

This diagram is a concept map describing the Internet.

The vertical box defines the main concept.
The horizontal box places it within a context.
The ovals contain major concepts linked in hierarchies
with broader concepts at the top. 
Linking phrases connect the concepts.
Dashed lines connect concepts between hierarchies.

Concept maps are educational tools described by Joseph Novak
in Learning How to Learn which he co-authored with Bob Gowan. 

The diagram is my idiosyncratic view, 
and I am responsible for any errors or omissions.
However, I would like to acknowledge Charles Altschul’s work
on information structures and thank him, Erin Murphy,
John Skidgel, and Eliot Bergson for their many suggestions.

I invite comments and criticism.

- Hugh Dubberly, July 30, 1995

Research Era
- limited to labs

Centralized Era
- first commercial uses
- mainframes

Distributed Era
- focus turns to individual users
- minis, workstations, and PCs
- PDAs and game machines

Network Era
- computers connected
- LANs, WANs, and the Internet
- wireless connections
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design is a process that involves people attempting to solve problems

specialities scales of practice cycles of iteration
based on feedback

sponsors
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designers end users unmet needs
or goals

research or testing
(analysis)

prototyping
(synthesis)

plans for mass
manufacturing

study transformation modeling
and testing

evaluation executionorganization

systems

all have retain represent of

that leads to
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are simpler than

is divided into involves that proceeds in acting as acting as acting as that are

begin with result in traditionally have created are increasingly likely to create

that may focus on:
- messages 
     the domain of graphic design
- objects
     the domain of product design
- environments
     the domain of architecture

These specialties often overlap.
Interface design (which focuses
on making things easy to use)
cuts across all three domains.

Design may be practiced with 
special concern for:
- form
     how the result looks
- meaning and organization
     what the result says, is, and does
- context and use
     how the result fits into the world

Ignoring any of these issues tends
to diminish the result.

End users might also be called:
- readers
- the audience
- consumers
- the public

These are the people
who use the Internet.

See the Internet chart below.

that may be:
- well defined
- ill defined
- virtually undefinable

Designers do not share 
a standard definition of the
design process, though 
many would agree that it
involves a cycle of research,
prototyping, testing, and 
further prototyping or refining.

The chart below expands 
this model and applies it to 
software interface design,
especially on-line services.

The process of prototyping may
cycle through several stages:
- needs definition
- feasibility study
- detailed design

The chart below details the process
through the end of the feasibility
study.

which result in identical copies Systems do not have a fixed
final form. Rather the final form
is partially determined by...

Assignment offered

Discuss the assignment’s
- context
- nature
- scope

Agree on expectations about
- budget
- participants
- process
- schedule

Accept assignment

Form team, possibly including
- anthropologists
- copy editors
- graphic designers
- illustrators
- photographers
- producers
- programmers
- sound editors
- video editors
- writers

Design process model
for on-line service development:

This diagram is a concept map describing design.

The long horizontal box defines the main concept.
The ovals contain major concepts linked in hierarchies
with broader concepts at the top.
Linking phrases connect the concepts.

For this diagram, I have borrowed from the work 
of Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall, John Chris Jones,
and Peter Rowe. I would also like thank Rich Binnel
and John Cain for their suggestions.

Research
- similar projects
- relevant literature

Observe
- activities/tasks
- environments
- interactions
- objects/tools
- users

Document
- research
- observations

Draw conclusions

Define problem and needs

Write project proposal
or creative brief

Brainstorm
- profile users
    readers
    authors
    advertisers
-generate ideas
    for functions
    for content
    for organization
- create use scenarios

Choose and prioritize
- users
- ideas
- scenarios

Create prototypes
- card models
- Post-it note charts
- paper sketches
- on-screen animations
- working code

Test prototypes with users

Observe reactions

Draw conclusions
- what works
- what doesn’t
- what’s missing
- what can be eliminated

Prioritize changes

Iterate this phase
- quickly
- as often as possible...

Define product requirements
- user functions
- content
- technology

Determine business case
- potential income
    volume
    unit price
    subscriptions
    sponsorships
    advertising
- likely costs
    staff
    software development
    hardware
    ongoing maintenance
    support
- survey potential vendors

Decide whether to proceed

Detailed design...

Production planning...

Production...

Ship or launch...
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